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about to give up on finding the real Italia in London.
If you’ve been following my quest, you’ll remember I ate at
1PMQPJO4FQUFNCFS*UEFMJWFSFE CVUTPNFPGUIFEJTIFTXFSF
IJUBOENJTT4JODF4FQUFNCFS *WFUSJFEUXPNPSFSFTUBVSBOUT
4USBEB3FTUBVSBOUBOE.BDIJBWFMMJ,JUDIFO%JOJOH3PPNT
#PUISFTUBVSBOUTBSFMPDBUFEJO$PWFOU(BSEFO -POEPOTUIFBtre district... I should have known better.
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Covent Garden is synonymous with the phrase
“tourist trap”. Although the bright lights and rickshaws are alluring at night, nothing can mask the
unpleasant taste of an overpriced, singed meal.
The pasta at Strada fell off my fork it was so overcooked. I sent it back, but it came out again soft.
Strada probably precooks the pasta to keep up
with demand.

The good news: if you can hit the ten year mark,
it’s the Holy Grail. A lot of your competition will
be eliminated. The trick is to stay open another
decade, but let’s be fair a lot of businesses don’t
survive two decades of trading. It isn’t just the
restaurant business. As a general rule, consumers’ needs shift and technology changes; put
quite simply, people move on…

It’s a shame. Strada has always been my failsafe
Italian restaurant. As a student, I used to wolf
down the penne with grilled eggplant, tomato
sauce, black olives and fresh mozzarella. Looking back on the dining experience, it was always
great, fresh and authentic. I could eat well on a
limited budget. Fast forward ten years and the
quality has gone down and the service too. It
does make me nostalgic for the pre-recession
era. I won’t bore you with the details of my dining experience at Machiavelli Kitchen & Dining
Rooms. Read the reviews on TripAdvisor and
you’ll begin to understand how disappointing it
was.

An Attractive
Solution

Restaurant Years
are Like Dog Years

Storing and preserving the food is another issue,
but from speaking with insiders you can find the
right solution. One chef I know freezes his freshly
made pasta and lets it defrost in the morning,
before restocking the front counter.

So what is the alternative? Well, I am happy to
report I’ve discovered a new trend of online
stores, which deliver authentic, fresh ingredients
straight to your door. I think anyone considering
opening a restaurant should explore the happy
compromise of a deli with online shopping or
home delivery services. You get to concentrate
on the food without worrying about tables.

Camisa and Sons

It goes without saying that the restaurant industry is fiercely competitive. A decade equates to
20 years. It’s a bit like dog years. On paper five
years may not seem like an accomplishment,
but most restaurants don’t make it past the three
year mark.

Dissatisfied with the quality of dishes found in
London restaurants, I decided to take control and
find the ingredients myself. A trip down Soho’s
infamous Wardour Street (where you’ll find everything from movie production houses to adult
stores) proved fruitful. I visited Camisa and Sons
for the first time. I had read good reviews from
TimeOut and other publications. It’s been open
since 1929. The iconic shop is jam packed with
every Italian product you can imagine.

Cornell University and Michigan State University
conducted a study of restaurants in three local
markets over a 10-year period. After the first year
almost a third of restaurants failed. After three
years, half were no longer in business. At the five
year mark, two thirds had gone under. At the end
of the decade, 70% of the restaurants had closed.
These are pretty depressing statistics for anyone
considering opening their own restaurant, especially in this market.
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We bought the scamorza cheese, which has an
amazing smoky flavor.
Typically, scamorza is
used in classic dishes like
“Scamorza e Prosciutto
alla Griglia”. The cheese
is wrapped with Prosciutto and pan seared.
The combination is divine. The saltiness of the
ham accentuates the
smoky sweetness of the
cheese. It’s great with
a bit of rocket salad on
the side and sliced cantaloupe, sweet melons
to finish. Don’t forget
the red wine. Chianti
and
Montepulciano
d’Abruzzo are steadfast
favorites.
I’m not the only one
who has fallen in love
with Camisa and Sons. The online reviews praise
the service and fair pricing. One reviewer said,
“My family have been frequenting this deli since
before I was born and have never been disappointed. It is a treasure trove of meats, cheese,
antipasti, pasta and more. The staff are wonderful and charismatic and shopping in there is
like being caught in a little aromatic bubble.” I
couldn’t have said it better. The phrase “aromatic
bubble” is fitting. The shop transports you to the
real Italia.

Camisa and Sons also has an online shop. Al
though the ladies behind the counter were quick
to mention this virtual shop is not affiliated with
the Soho deli. It seems the brothers went their
separate ways long ago. Coincidentally or perhaps tactically, the online shop offers much of
the same stock as the Soho deli. You’ll even find
the scamorza along with dozens of other cheeses and meats.
We are planning to try the online shop soon.
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The Newcomer
In the meantime, we’ve been trying out the organic home delivery company, Abel & Cole. I
have to say it’s been heaven. Fresh squid straight
off the boats from Cornwall, baked apple pie and
beetroot juice all prepared onsite. The concept of
the shop is quite straight forward. Every week a
driver delivers a box of organic groceries. Some
of these groceries are preselected, like Abel &
Cole’s vegetable or fruit boxes.

Most recently, the company has introduced meat
boxes insulated with sustainable wool. The rather pricy packaging is reused when the company
delivers the next box. There is a slip that requests
customers to leave last week’s box out along
Image Source: http://www.abelandcole.co.uk/media/413_3462_z.jpg
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with the wool packaging. Abel & Cole regularly uploads cooking videos. You can find their recipe to
the perfect steak, here:

Video Placeholder
Internet Connection Required

It’s nice to see that the company is doing its share to reduce waste and encourage customers to get
cooking. I wish more retailers could be like Abel & Cole, but then again sustainability comes at a price.
Abel & Cole is by no means cheap, but the difference in taste is remarkable.
They even stock several Italian cheeses, ham and olives. I tried out the olives this weekend and they
were fantastic, the real deal. When food is this good, delivered straight to your door with seasonal
recipes, who needs restaurants? I won’t. At least for now…

A Successful Quest
My quest to bring Italy was successful thanks to the rise of online grocery stores and authentic delis
like Camisa & Sons. If you want a little taste of Italy, see these delightful videos outlining the history
of Camisa & Sons and how the company cuts parmesan.
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